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Abstract

Key Encapsulation Mechanisms (KEMs) are a critical building block for hybrid encryption and
modern security protocols, notably in the post-quantum setting. Given the asymmetric public key
of a recipient, the primitive establishes a shared secret key between sender and recipient. In recent
years, a large number of abstract designs and concrete implementations of KEMs have been proposed,
notably in the context of the NIST selection process for post-quantum primitives. The traditional
security notion for KEMs has been the IND-CCA notion that was designed for public-key encryption
(PKE). In recent work [17] additional properties, such as robustness and anonymity, were lifted from
the PKE setting to the KEMs setting.

In this work we introduce several stronger security notions for KEMs. Our new properties formalize
in which sense outputs of the KEM uniquely determine, i.e., bind, other values. Our new notions are
based on two orthogonal observations: First, unlike PKEs, KEMs establish a unique key, which leads
to natural binding properties for the established keys. Our new binding properties can be used, e.g., to
prove the absence of attacks that were not captured by prior security notions, such as re-encapsulation
attacks. If we regard KEMs as one-pass key exchanges, our key-binding properties correspond to
implicit key agreement properties. Second, to prove the absence of weak keys, we have to consider not
only honestly generated key pairs but also adversarially-generated key pairs.

We define a hierarchy of security notions for KEMs based on our observations. We position
properties from the literature [17] within our hierarchy, provide separating examples, and give
examples of real world KEMs in the context of our hierarchy.

1 Introduction

A Key Encapsulation Mechanism (KEM) [10] is a common building block in security protocols and
cryptographic primitives such as hybrid encryption. Intuitively, a KEM can be seen as a specialized
version of Public Key Encryption (PKE) that, instead of encrypting a payload message, specifically serves
to generate and share a symmetric key between sender and recipient. A naive instantiation of a KEM
could simply generate a symmetric key and encrypt this with a PKE. Whereas PKE schemes need to deal
with arbitrary-length messages that might repeat, KEMs can be more optimized for their specific purpose.

During the last decade, many post-quantum secure KEMs have been proposed, see e.g., [2–5,7, 8, 14,
19,22,24]. As a result, the popularity of KEMs as a building block in post-quantum security protocols
has surged, where they are commonly used to replace Diffie-Hellman constructions for which no practical
post-quantum secure scheme is currently available.

The traditional security notion for a KEM is a version of IND-CCA that is directly inherited from its
related PKE notion. This essentially formalizes that given a KEM ciphertext, an adversary that does not
have the corresponding private key cannot tell the difference between a random key and the encapsulated
key. This is considered the only core requirement on new KEM designs.

Additionally, robustness-like properties have been proposed for KEMs in [17], which similarly inherit
from their PKE counterparts. Initially, “robustness” [1] was defined in the PKE setting as the difficulty
of finding a ciphertext valid under two different encryption keys. Phrased differently, a PKE is robust

∗We provide a list of main changes in Appendix B.
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if a ciphertext “binds to” (only decrypts under) one key. Because of the differences between so-called
implicitly and explicitly rejecting PKEs/KEMs, such a strong notion might be unachievable for some
designs, and hence [17] introduces a stronger SROB (strong robustness) notion, and a weaker SCFR
(strong collision freeness) notion that can be met by a larger class of KEM designs.

In this work, we more systematically explore the possible binding properties of KEMs. Our work
is similar in spirit to explorations in the space of digital signatures [9, 12, 20, 25] and authenticated
encryption [11, 13, 16, 21], where recent works have identified many desirable binding properties for these
primitives that could have prevented real-world attacks.

Our systematic analysis leads to the formulation of five core binding properties for KEMs, each of
which comes in two variants. We then show how existing notions such as SROB and SCFR fit into our
generic scheme. Whereas traditional KEM binding properties focused on binding values to a specific
ciphertext, we propose variants that bind values to a specific key. We argue this is much more in line
with viewing a KEM as a one-pass key exchange. Similarly, implicitly rejecting KEMs resemble implicitly
authenticated key exchanges, where correct binding properties of the established key prevent classes of
unknown key share attacks [6]. We relate our properties to properties previously reported in the literature,
as well as related notions such as contributory behavior. We provide a full hierarchy for our properties
with implications and separating examples.

Notably, we show an attack on an example key exchange protocol in the Kyber documentation when
instantiated with another KEM, which proves that the protocol design in fact relies on properties of
the used KEM beyond just IND-CCA. We call this attack a re-encapsulation attack, as it relies on the
adversary encapsulating keying material that it previously obtained from decapsulation, causing two
ciphertexts to decapsulate to the same key. We also show how our novel properties can prove the absence
of such attacks.

Overall, our main contribution is the introduction of a class of novel binding properties. KEMs that
satisfy these properties will leave fewer pitfalls for protocol designers, much in the same way as the
related – but weaker – robustness notions do. Furthermore, our properties ensure the absence of, for
example, several forms of misbinding attacks, notably including so-called re-encapsulation attacks. If we
regard KEMs as one-pass key exchanges, our key-binding properties correspond to implicit key agreement
properties.

2 Background

We first give the necessary background knowledge to understand the remainder of the paper. We begin
with an introduction of KEMs in the computational model. Then, we discuss related work by Grubbs et
al. [17].

A key-encapsulation scheme KEM consists of the three algorithms (KeyGen, Encaps, Decaps). It is
associated with a key space K and a ciphertext space C. The probabilistic key-generation algorithm
KeyGen creates a key pair (pk, sk) where pk is the public key and sk is the secret key. Given a public key
pk as input, the probabilistic encapsulation algorithm Encaps returns a ciphertext c ∈ C and a key k ∈ K.
To avoid ambiguity, we refer to k as the output key or the shared secret. The deterministic decapsulation
algorithm Decaps uses a public key pk, a secret key sk and a ciphertext c ∈ C to compute an output key
k ∈ K or the error symbol ⊥ which represents rejection. If decapsulation cannot return ⊥, we call KEM
an implicit rejection KEM. Otherwise, we call it an explicit rejection KEM.

We write Encaps(pk; r) to make the randomness r that probabilistic algorithms like Encaps use explicit.
We say that a KEM is ϵ-correct if for all (sk, pk)← KeyGen() and (c, k)← Encaps(pk; r), it holds that

Pr[Decaps(sk, c) ̸= k] ≤ ϵ.

The security of a KEM is defined through indistinguishability of the output key k ∈ K computed by
Encaps against different adversaries. The standard security notion is resistance against a chosen-ciphertext
attack (IND-CCA) [8, 26]. We now recall the formal definition of the IND-CCA experiment shown in
Figure 1.

In the experiment, we first create a key pair (sk, pk), sample randomness r, and then encapsulate
against the public key (c0, k0) ← Encaps(pk; r). Then, we sample a random key k1 from the key space
and a random bit b. We give the adversary A access to c0, kb, and pk. The adversary then outputs a bit
b′ which indicates that it believes it received kb′ . Finally, the adversary wins if they correctly guessed b.
The adversary has access to the decapsulation oracle Decaps(sk, ·), which returns the decapsulation of any
ciphertext c that is not equal to the challenge ciphertext c0.
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IND-CCAKEM
A :

(sk, pk)←$ KeyGen()

r ←$ {0, 1}∗

(c0, k0)←$ Encaps(pk; r)

k1 ←$ {0, 1}∗

b←$ {0, 1}

b′ ←$AD(sk,pk,·)(c0, kb, pk)

return b = b′

D(sk, pk, c):

if c ̸= c0 then

k ← Decaps(ct, sk)

return k

Figure 1: IND-CCA experiment.

In [17], Grubbs, Maram, and Paterson define anonymity, robustness, and so-called collision freeness for
KEMs. We show these properties in Figure 7. Their work builds upon Mohassel’s work [23] that studied
these notions for KEMs built from PKEs, and only defined these properties for PKEs. Grubbs et al.
investigate whether a PKE constructed via the KEM-DEM paradigm inherits anonymity and robustness
from the underlying KEM. They show that this is indeed the case for explicitly rejecting KEMs. However,
for implicitly rejecting KEMs, this is not the case in general. Since all NIST PQC finalist KEMs are
implicitly rejecting KEMs constructed via variants of the FO transform, they then go on to analyze how
the FO transform lifts robustness and anonymity properties from a PKE scheme, first to the KEM built
via the FO transform, and then to the hybrid PKE scheme obtained via the KEM-DEM paradigm. Finally,
they apply their generic analysis of the FO transform to the NIST PQC finalists Saber [14], Kyber [8],
and Classic McEliece [5] as well as the NIST alternate candidate FrodoKEM [7]. For results of the specific
schemes, we refer the reader to [17]. However, we want to a mention another finding of Grubbs et al.
regarding the Classic McEliece scheme: for any plaintext m, they find that it is possible to construct a
single ciphertext c which always decrypts to m under any Classic McEliece private key. Like them, we
want to highlight that this does not indicate any problem with the IND-CCA security of Classic McEliece.

3 Re-encapsulation attacks

To further motivate the need for binding properties, we show a so-called re-encapsulation attack. To
explain this, we use an authenticated key exchange protocol from the Kyber documentation, displayed in
Figure 2. This protocol aims to establish a shared symmetric key between two parties that start only
knowing eachother’s public key.

We stress here that when the key exchange protocol is instantiated with Kyber, the protocol seems
secure. However, can Kyber be replaced by any other KEM? Or, phrased differently, does this protocol
solely depend on the core KEM property of IND-CCA? It turns out this is not the case.

To show this, we consider the same key exchange protocol, but instantiated with KEM⊥
m from [18].

KEM⊥
m is a so-called FO-KEM : a KEM created from an underlying PKE via the Fujisaki-Okamoto (FO)

transform [15]. In a nutshell, the FO transform can be used to turn any weakly secure (i.e., IND-CPA)
public-key encryption scheme into a strongly (i.e., IND-CCA) secure KEM scheme. Since the FO transform
gives cryptographers a straightforward way to create a post-quantum secure KEM from a post-quantum
secure PKE, these KEMs have surged in popularity, and are now the de-facto standard post-quantum
secure KEMs. The NIST PQC process witnesses this as all KEM finalist are FO-KEMs.

In the context of our work, FO-KEMs are interesting because they have another property that is
not captured by the current syntax of KEMs: a malicious party can learn m in addition to k when
decapsulating. To understand why this is the case, we refer the reader to Figure 3 which shows KEM⊥

m

from [18]. From the graphic, we learn that the randomness r is only used to sample a random message m
from the message space of the underlying PKE when computing Encaps. Since the party that computes
Decaps computes m in the process, we argue that, when this party is malicious, they can learn m in
addition to k. To capture this intuition with our KEM syntax, we write (k, r) ← KEM.Decaps(sk, c).
Since m is the only value that depends on r, we believe that this faithfully captures an adversary learning
m in addition to k when they compute Decaps of a FO-KEM.

We will now explain the re-encapsulation attack shown in Figure 4. In the attack, A and C are honest.
The adversary B wants to coerce C into establishing a key shared with A, where C mistakenly assumes
that A thinks they share the key with C: instead, A will think they share it with B. This is a so-called
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A

(sskA, spkA)←$ Kyber.KeyGen()

B

(sskB , spkB )←$ Kyber.KeyGen()

r ←$ {0, 1}n
(eskA, epkA) ←$ Kyber.KeyGen()

(cspkB , kspkB ) ← Kyber.Encaps(spkB ; r)

epkA, cspkB

r ′ ←$ {0, 1}n
r ′′ ←$ {0, 1}n

(cepkA , k
′
epkA

)← Kyber.Encaps(epkA; r
′)

(cspkA , k
′
spkA

)← Kyber.Encaps(spkA; r
′′)

k ′
spkB

← Kyber.Decaps(sskB , cspkB )

cepkA , cspkA

kepkA ← Kyber.Decaps(eskA, cepkA)
kspkB ← Kyber.Decaps(sskA, cspkA)

key ← KDF(kepkA , kspkA , kspkB ) key ← KDF(k ′
epkA

, k ′
spkA

, k ′
spkB

)

Figure 2: The authenticated key exchange suggested by Kyber [8].

Encaps(pk; r)

m←r M
ct← PKE.Enc(pk,m;G(m))

k ← H(m)

return (ct, k)

Decaps(sk, ct)

m← PKE.Dec(sk, ct)

if m = ⊥ then

return ⊥
else return k ← H(m)

Figure 3: IND-CCA secure key encapsulation mechanism KEM⊥
m from [18].

unknown-key share attack [6] which violates the implicit key agreement of the authenticated key exchange
from C’s perspective, since C’s session is intended to be with the honest A.

The attack proceeds as follows. When A initiates communication with B, B will decapsulate the
ciphertext cspkB to obtain kr0 and, more importantly, r0 which was used by A to create cspkB . Now, B
will impersonate A towards C by encapsulating against their static public key with r0 and forwarding the
resulting ciphertext and epkA. Then, C will follow the protocol in a benign way, and respond with the
expected values to A, as they think they are communicating with them. Finally, A will decapsulate the
ciphertexts received from C, and both A and C will derive the final key. Since we instantiated the protocol
with KEM⊥

m, the keys obtained via Decaps only depend on the randomness supplied by the encapsulating
party. As a result, A and C derive the same key ; this is a violation of implicit authentication since A
thinks they now share a key with B, which does not match C’s expectations.
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One might wonder whether existing binding properties like SROB, and SCFR [17] (see Figure 7) are
strong enough to prevent this attack. Unfortunately, this is not the case. The reason for this is that both
properties reason about a single ciphertext c that should not decapsulate under different key pairs to the
same key. However, our re-encapsulation attack revolves around two different ciphertexts: based on A’s
ciphertext, the malicious B creates a different ciphertext cspkC that decapsulates to the same key as cspkB
by reusing the randomness r0. In particular, if we use a robust PKE to instantiate the KEM⊥

m in our
attack example, the KEM is SROB (and thus SCFR), and still enables the attack. For more details, we
refer the reader to Proposition 5.10 and Proposition 5.11. Thus, SROB and SCFR fail to capture our
re-encapsulation attack.

A
(assumes peer B)

(sskA, spkA)←$

KEM.KeyGen()
B

(adversary)

(sskB , spkB )←$

KEM.KeyGen()
C

(assumes peer A)

(sskC , spkC )←$

KEM.KeyGen()

r0 ←$ {0, 1}n
(eskA, epkA) ←$ KEM.KeyGen()

(cspkB , kr0 )← KEM.Encaps(spkB ; r0 )

epkA, cspkB

(kr0 , r0 )← KEM.Decaps(sskB , cspkB )
(cspkC , kr0 )← KEM.Encaps(spkC ; r0 )

epkA, cspkC

r1 ←$ {0, 1}n
r2 ←$ {0, 1}n

(cepkA , kr1 )← KEM.Encaps(epkA; r1 )
(cspkA , kr2 )← KEM.Encaps(spkA; r2 )
kr0 ← KEM.Decaps(sskC , cspkC )

cepkA , cspkA

kr1 ← KEM.Decaps(eskA, cepkA)
kr2 ← KEM.Decaps(sskA, cspkA)

key ← KDF(kr1 , kr2 , kr0 ) key ← KDF(kr1 , kr2 , kr0 )

Figure 4: Re-encapsulation attack against the AKE suggested for the Kyber KEM [8] where the adversary
B coerces honest A into unknowingly sharing the key with honest C, who thinks they are being contacted
by A. This violates the implicit key agreement guarantee for C, who expects to share a key with someone
that assumes C is the peer. At the AKE protocol level, this corresponds to an unknown-key share attack.
Note that this attack is only possible when the AKE is instantiated with a FO-KEM that does not bind
the output key to the public key, and is not possible when instantiated with Kyber.
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4 New security notions for KEMs

To establish a generic family of binding properties of KEMs, we first identify the elements that may be
candidates for binding. The syntax of a KEM includes a long-term key pair, a ciphertext, and an (output)
key. In some formalizations, the randomness of the KEM is made explicit, but we are looking for universal
black-box notions that do not require us to know the internals of a KEM. With respect to the long-term
keypair, we note that we want the guarantees to be relevant for both sender and recipient, which means
we will only consider the public key as the identifying aspect of the keypair. This leaves us with pk, ct,
and k: we expect that for each invocation of the KEM’s encapsulation with the same pk, the outputs ct
and k would be unique.

We can thus wonder: if we have a specific instance of one of these, does that mean the others are
uniquely determined? If I have a given ciphertext, can it only be decapsulated by one key?

4.1 Design choices

To define our class of properties, we make the following design decisions:

1. We consider the set of potential binding elements BE = {pk, ct, k}.

2. We will consider if an instance of a set P ⊂ BE “binds” some instance of another set of elements
Q ⊂ BE with respect to decapsulation with the KEM. Thus, “P binds Q” if for fixed instances of P
there are no collisions in the instances of Q.

3. Given that pk is re-used, it does not bind any values, and we hence exclude it from occurring in P .
However, ciphertexts or keys might bind a public key pk, so it may occur in Q.

4. Adding multiple elements in the set Q corresponds to a logical “and” of the singleton versions,
i.e., we have that P binds {q1, . . . , qn} iff for all i ∈ [n] . P binds {qi}. We therefore choose to not
enumerate all logical combinations into separate properties, and choose to model the core properties
with |Q| = 1.

5. We require P and Q to be disjoint: elements that would occur on both sides are trivially bound.

6. For all of our properties, we will consider honest variants (i.e., the involved key pairs are output by
the key generation algorithm of the KEM) and malicious variants (i.e., the adversary can create the
key pairs any way they like in addition to the key generation).

Based on the above choices, we have three choices for P : {k}, {ct}, {k, ct}. For Q, we can choose from
{pk}, {k}, and {ct}. Without disjointness this would yield 3× 3 options, but since we require the sets to
be disjoint, this yields the 5 combinations that we will show in Figure 1.

4.2 Naming conventions

Naming security notions is hard; once names are fixed, they tend to stick around for (too) long. We opt
here for clarity and being descriptive at the cost of some verbosity. In the literature, it is more common to
collapse all of these properties into “robustness” or “collision-freeness”, but this becomes very ambiguous
because one can imagine many subtle variants, depending on the exact robust/collision-free element in the
construction. This has lead to a long list of non-descriptive names in the literature, including: Robustness,
Fuller Fobustness (FROB), even Fuller Robustness (eFROB), SROB, KROB, XROB, CROB, WROB,
SCFR, WCFR, etc. In contrast, we illustrate our descriptive naming scheme for our binding properties in
Figure 5.

4.3 Generic security notion for binding properties of KEMs

We now introduce the generic security notion for our class of binding properties. In Figure 6 we show the
corresponding generic game.

Definition 4.1. Let KEM be a KEM. Furthermore, let X ∈ {HON ,MAL}, let P ∈ {{k}, {ct}, {k, ct}},
and let Q ∈ {{pk}, {k}, {ct}} such that P ∩Q = ∅.

We say that KEM is X-BIND-P -Q-secure iff for any PPT adversary A, the probability that X-BIND-P -QKEM
A

returns 1 (true) is negligible.
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Q ∈ {{pk}, {k}, {ct}}
P ∈ {{k}, {ct}, {k, ct}}

X ∈ {HON ,MAL}

X-BIND-P -Q

Figure 5: Design space and naming conventions for our security properties: For a KEM scheme that is
X-BIND-P -Q secure, we say that “P [honestly|maliciously] binds Q”, using “honestly” when X = HON
and “maliciously” when X = MAL. Alternative wording can be “Given P , Q is [honestly|maliciously]
collision-free”. We commonly omit set brackets in the notation when clear from the context, and use
uppercase for all characters. For example, HON -BIND-CT -PK corresponds to “ct honestly binds pk.”

In our definitions, X ∈ {HON ,MAL} indicates the adversary’s control over the considered key pairs.
In the honest (X = HON ) case, two honestly generated key pairs are considered in the game, whereas in
the malicious (X = MAL) case, the adversary can choose or construct the key pairs in any way they want.
In the honest case, we give the adversary access to a decapsulation oracle Db(skb, ·), where b ∈ {0, 1}, that
they can use the decapsulate ciphertexts with either secret key. This is not necessary for the malicious
case since the adversary knows the secret keys.

X-BIND-P -QKEM
A :

if X = HON :

sk0, pk0 ← KeyGen()

sk1, pk1 ← KeyGen()

ct0, ct1 ← ADb(skb,·)(pk0, pk1)

if X = MAL :

(sk0, pk0), (sk1, pk1), ct0, ct1 ← A()
k0 ← KEM.Decaps(sk0, pk0, ct0)

k1 ← KEM.Decaps(sk1, pk1, ct1)

if k0 = ⊥ ∨ k1 = ⊥ : return 0

// A wins if ¬
(
(∀x ∈ P . x0 = x1) =⇒ (∀y ∈ Q . y0 = y1)

)
return ∀x ∈ P . x0 = x1 ∧ ∃y ∈ Q . y0 ̸= y1

Figure 6: Generic game for our new binding notions X-BIND-P -Q .

4.4 Relation between binding and contributive behavior

In the context of other cryptographic primitives, the notion of contributive (or contributory) behavior
exists. Intuitively, in a two-party protocol that yields some randomized output, a protocol is contributive
if the output is not only determined by one of the parties, but both contribute to the results.

For example, in a standard FO-KEM such as KEM⊥
m from [18], the randomness sampled for encapsula-

tion is the direct (and only) input for the key derivation function (KDF). Thus, for KEM⊥
m, the only party

that contributes to the output key is the sender. We say that such KEMs are non-contributory, and can
enable re-encapsulation attacks, as described in Section 3.

In contrast, if the KEM’s key binds the public key (e.g., by including the public key in the KDF) then
the KEM satisfies MAL-BIND-K-PK, and we say that the KEM is contributory because the recipients’
key contributes to the output key.

When the KEM’s key binds the ciphertext then the KEM satisfies MAL-BIND-K-CT . However, it
is not immediately clear whether this is enough to make the KEM contributory, and it depends on the
collision freeness [17] (SCFR) of the underlying PKE. If the underlying PKE is not strongly collision free,
that is, it is possible to decrypt a single ciphertext to the same message with different secret keys, then
the KEM is not contributory. The reason for that is that a single ciphertext is valid for multiple public
keys, and thus the identity of the receiver is not bound by including the ciphertext in the output key of
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the KEM. On the other hand, if the PKE is strongly collision free (or even robust) then including the
ciphertext makes the KEM contributory. See Theorem 6.1, and Section 6 for more details.

ID P Q Property Explanation

1 {k} {ct} X-BIND-K-CT Output key binds the ciphertext.

2 {k} {pk} X-BIND-K-PK Output key binds the public key.

3 {ct} {k} X-BIND-CT -K Ciphertext binds the output key.

4 {ct} {pk} X-BIND-CT -PK Ciphertext binds the public key. The honest notion
HON -BIND-CT -PK is equivalent to SROB from [17]

5 {k, ct} {pk} X-BIND-K,CT -PK Together, the output key and ciphertext bind the public key.
The honest notion HON -BIND-K,CT -PK is equivalent to
SCFR from [17].

Table 1: This table contains the five core instantiations of our generic binding property X-BIND-P -Q
before choosing X ∈ {HON ,MAL}.

SROB-CCAKEM
A :

(sk0, pk0)← KeyGen()

(sk1, pk1)← KeyGen()

ct← AD(·,·)(pk0, pk1)

k0 ← KEM.Decaps(sk0, pk0, ct)

k1 ← KEM.Decaps(sk1, pk1, ct)

return k0 ̸= ⊥ ∧ k0 ̸= ⊥

SCFR-CCAKEM
A :

(sk0, pk0)← KeyGen()

(sk1, pk1)← KeyGen()

ct← AD(·,·)(pk0, pk1)

k0 ← KEM.Decaps(sk0, pk0, ct)

k1 ← KEM.Decaps(sk1, pk1, ct)

return k0 = k0 ̸= ⊥

HON -BIND-CT -PKKEM
A :

sk0, pk0 ← KeyGen()

sk1, pk1 ← KeyGen()

ct← ADb(skb,·)(pk0, pk1)

k0 ← KEM.Decaps(sk0, pk0, ct)

k1 ← KEM.Decaps(sk1, pk1, ct)

if k0 = ⊥ ∨ k1 = ⊥
return 0

return pk0 ̸= pk1

HON -BIND-K,CT -PKKEM
A :

sk0, pk0 ← KeyGen()

sk1, pk1 ← KeyGen()

ct← ADb(skb,·)(pk0, pk1)

k0 ← KEM.Decaps(sk0, pk0, ct)

k1 ← KEM.Decaps(sk1, pk1, ct)

if k0 = ⊥ ∨ k1 = ⊥
return 0

return k0 = k1 ∧ pk0 ̸= pk1

MAL-BIND-CT -PKKEM
A :

(sk0, pk0), (sk1, pk1), ct← A()
k0 ← KEM.Decaps(sk0, pk0, ct0)

k1 ← KEM.Decaps(sk1, pk1, ct1)

if k0 = ⊥ ∨ k1 = ⊥
return 0

return pk0 ̸= pk1

MAL-BIND-K,CT -PKKEM
A :

(sk0, pk0), (sk1, pk1), ct← A()
k0 ← KEM.Decaps(sk0, pk0, ct)

k1 ← KEM.Decaps(sk1, pk1, ct)

if k0 = ⊥ ∨ k1 = ⊥
return 0

return k0 = k1 ∧ pk0 ̸= pk1

Figure 7: At the top, the strong robustness and strong collision freeness definitions from [17]. In the
middle, our HON -BIND-CT -PK and HON -BIND-K,CT -PK definitions which correspond to SROB
and SCFR respectively. At the bottom, our MAL-BIND-CT -PK and MAL-BIND-K,CT -PK definitions
which give the adversary control over the key generation.
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5 Relations and implications

In this section, we establish the relations between the various notions. In general, as we show in Section 5.1,
it turns out that the properties are largely orthogonal: there exist KEMs that have some of these properties,
but do not meet other properties in our hierarchy.

However, in practice, many KEM designs come from more narrow subclasses, in which some of these
properties collapse or become unsatisfiable. For example, for implicitly rejecting KEMs, ciphertexts do
not bind any other values. In Section 5.2 we show the resulting reduced hierarchy for implicitly rejecting
KEMs.

5.1 General relations for any KEM

In this section, we first prove some generic properties of our generic binding definition, then we go on to
clarify the relations between the binding properties from Table 1 by giving a separating example for each
pair. Table 2 shows a summary.

Our main outcome is the hierarchy of properties that we present at the end in Figure 8.

5.1.1 General implications

Lemma 5.1. Let KEM = (KeyGen,Encaps,Decaps) be a key encapsulation mechanism. If KEM is
MAL-BIND-P-Q-secure, then KEM is also HON -BIND-P-Q-secure.

Proof. We prove the contraposition. Let A be an attacker against HON -BIND-P -QKEM
A . We construct

attacker B against MAL-BIND-P -QKEM
B . B generates two key pairs honestly, and then calls A with

these key pairs to win MAL-BIND-P -QKEM
B with the same non-negligible probability that A wins

HON -BIND-P -QKEM
A with.

Lemma 5.2. Let KEM = (KeyGen,Encaps,Decaps) be a key encapsulation mechanism. For X ∈
{MAL,HON }, if KEM is X-BIND-P-Q ′-secure and P ⊆ P ′ ∧Q ⊆ Q ′, then KEM is also X-BIND-P ′-Q-
secure.

Proof. Assume KEM is X-BIND-P -Q ′-secure and P ⊆ P ′ ∧Q ⊆ Q ′. Now assume towards contradiction
that KEM is not X-BIND-P ′-Q-secure. Thus, there exists an attacker A that wins the X-BIND-P ′-QKEM

A
game with non-negligible probability. From A, we now build an attacker B that wins theX-BIND-P -Q ′KEM

B
game with non-negligible probability. B simply calls A to win X-BIND-P -Q ′KEM

B with the same probability
that A wins X-BIND-P ′-QKEM

A . We now argue why the winning condition

∀x ∈ P ′ . x0 = x1 ∧ ∃y ∈ Q . y0 ̸= y1

of A in X-BIND-P ′-QKEM
A implies the winning condition

∀x ∈ P . x0 = x1 ∧ ∃y′ ∈ Q ′ . y′0 ̸= y′1

of B in X-BIND-P -Q ′KEM
B . Since P ⊆ P ′, each equality constraint in P is also present in P ′, and thus

satisfied. Since Q ⊆ Q′, we can we can use the witness y from Q as witness y′ for Q′ to satisfy the
existential constraint.

5.1.2 Separating examples

Proposition 5.3. There exists a KEM scheme that is MAL-BIND-K-CT but not HON -BIND-K-PK.

Proof. This KEM scheme is the Classic McEliece scheme from [5]. Classic McEliece derives the output
key as follows: k ← H(m||c||H ′(m)). Here, m is a message from the message space of the underlying
PKE, c is the ciphertext created by encapsulating m with a public key, and H,H ′ are hash functions.
Thus, Classic McEliece is MAL-BIND-K-CT .

From [17], we know that it is possible to construct a single ciphertext c that decrypts to the same
message under any Classic McEliece private key. Therefore, Classic McEliece is not HON -BIND-K-PK
because we can use c to derive the same output key k under any key pair. In fact, Classic McEliece is not
X-BIND-CT -PK for the same reason.

Proposition 5.4. There exists a KEM scheme that is MAL-BIND-K-CT but not HON -BIND-CT -PK.
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Proof. See Proposition 5.3.

Proposition 5.5. There exists a KEM scheme that is MAL-BIND-K-CT but not HON -BIND-CT -K.

Proof. We propose a variant of the Classic McEliece scheme where

KEM.Decaps(sk, pk, ct) = k ← ClassicMcEliece.Decaps(sk, pk, ct); return H(k||pk).

For KEM.Encaps, we make the same changes to the key derivation. Otherwise, KEM behaves the same.
Observe that this scheme is still MAL-BIND-K-CT because the ciphertext is hashed into the output key.
Additionally, this scheme is also MAL-BIND-K-PK since it hashes the public key into the output key.

We create a ciphertext c that decrypts to the same m for any key pair, as described in [17]. Normally, c
would decapsulate to the same output key under every key pair because only c and the underlying message
m are hashed into the output key. However, with our changes to the decapsulation, KEM produces different
output keys for different Classic McEliece key pairs. Thus, our variant is not HON -BIND-CT -K.

Proposition 5.6. There exists a KEM scheme that is MAL-BIND-K-CT but not HON -BIND-K,CT -PK.

Proof. Again, we use the Classic McEliece scheme from [5]. As previously noted, Classic McEliece is
MAL-BIND-K-CT .

Analogous to Proposition 5.5, we create a ciphertext c that decrypts to the same m for any key pair,
as described in [17]. Since Classic McEliece derives the output key only from the ciphertext c and the
message m, c decapsulates to the same output key for every secret key. Thus, Classic McEliece is not
X-BIND-K,CT -PK.

Proposition 5.7. There exists a KEM scheme that is MAL-BIND-K-PK but not HON -BIND-K-CT .

Proof. We propose a variant KEM of the KEM⊥
m scheme shown in Figure 3 where encapsulation is defined

as follows:

KEM.Encaps(pk; r) = (ct, k)← KEM⊥
m.Encaps(pk; r div 2; return (ct,H(k||pk)).

In a nutshell, we add the public key of the recipient to the key derivation, and shorten r by one bit.
Decapsulation is defined as follows:

KEM.Decaps(sk, pk, ct) = k ← KEM⊥
m.Decaps(sk, pk, ct); return H(k||pk).

Note that KEM is MAL-BIND-K-PK because it hashes pk into the output key. However, KEM is not
HON -BIND-K-CT encapsulating against the same public key with the two values r1, r2, which only differ
in the last bit, results in the same ciphertext, and the same output key.

Proposition 5.8. There exists a KEM scheme that is MAL-BIND-K-PK but not HON -BIND-CT -PK.

Proof. We propose a variant of the Classic McEliece scheme that replaces the the ciphertext in the key
derivation with the public key like this k← H(m||pk||H ′(m)). Otherwise, the scheme behaves the same.
Observe that this scheme is no longer MAL-BIND-K-CT because the ciphertext is no longer hashed into
the output key. However, this scheme is now MAL-BIND-K-PK since it hashes the public key into the
output key.

Again, we create a ciphertext c that decrypts to the same m for any key pair [17]. Since c decapsulates
under any private key, our variant is not HON -BIND-CT -PK.

Proposition 5.9. There exists a KEM scheme that is MAL-BIND-K-PK but not HON -BIND-CT -K.

Proof. See Proposition 5.5.

Proposition 5.10. There exists a KEM scheme that is MAL-BIND-CT -PK but not HON -BIND-K-CT .

Proof. (Sketch) We conjecture that KEM⊥
m from Figure 3 is MAL-BIND-CT -PK when the underlying

PKE is robust. We next observe that in this KEM scheme the output key k only depends on the
randomness supplied to Encaps. Thus, we can create multiple ciphertexts that decapsulate to the same
output key k for honestly generated key pairs by re-using the randomness. For an example, see Figure 4.
Therefore, the KEM⊥

m is not HON -BIND-K-CT . In fact, it is also not HON -BIND-K-PK.

Proposition 5.11. There exists a KEM scheme that is MAL-BIND-CT -PK but not HON -BIND-K-PK.
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Proof. See Proposition 5.10.

Proposition 5.12. There exists a KEM scheme that is MAL-BIND-CT -K but not HON -BIND-K-CT .

Proof. (Sketch) We conjecture that KEM⊥
m from Figure 3 is MAL-BIND-CT -K when the underlying PKE

is robust. The remaining argument is analogous to Proposition 5.10.

Proposition 5.13. There exists a KEM scheme that is MAL-BIND-CT -K but not HON -BIND-K-PK.

Proof. (Sketch) We conjecture that KEM⊥
m from Figure 3 is MAL-BIND-CT -K when the underlying PKE

is robust. The remaining argument is analogous to Proposition 5.10.

Proposition 5.14. There exists a KEM scheme that is MAL-BIND-CT -K but not HON -BIND-CT -PK.

Proof. To argue for this proposition, we supply an artificial construction. Assume the KEM scheme is
X-BIND-CT -K. This KEM scheme, however, has a backdoor value m′ with the following behavior:

Encaps(m′, pkx) = c

Decaps(skx, pkx, c) = m′

k ← H(m′)

for (skx, pkx) being all possible key pairs and c being a constant. In this scenario, X-BIND-CT -K would
still hold by construction. However, for different public keys the attacker is now able to produce the same
ciphertext using the backdoor value m′. Hence, the KEM does not offer X-BIND-CT -PK.

Proposition 5.15. There exists a KEM scheme that is MAL-BIND-CT -K but not HON -BIND-K,CT -PK.

Proof. Let KEM = (KeyGen,Encaps,Decaps) be a MAL-BIND-CT -K KEM. We now construct a new
KEM KEM′ from KEM that is MAL-BIND-CT -K but not HON -BIND-K,CT -PK. Let KeyGen′ =

(sk, pk)← KeyGen; pk′ ← pk · 2 + b←$ {0, 1}; return (sk, pk′).

Let Decaps(sk, pk, ct)′ =
Decaps(sk, pk div 2, ct).

Let Encaps(pk; r)′ =
Encaps(pk div 2; r).

KEM′ is still MAL-BIND-CT -K as we can use an attacker A′ against KEM′ to built an attacker A against
KEM. However, KEM′ is not HON -BIND-K,CT -PK as we have two public keys for each ciphertext that
yield the same output key.

Proposition 5.16. There exists a KEM scheme that is MAL-BIND-K,CT -PK but not HON -BIND-K-CT .

Proof. We have that MAL-BIND-CT -PK =⇒ MAL-BIND-K,CT -PK by Lemma 5.2. Thus, the KEM
from Proposition 5.10 is also MAL-BIND-K,CT -PK and not HON -BIND-K-CT .

Proposition 5.17. There exists a KEM scheme that is MAL-BIND-K,CT -PK but not HON -BIND-K-PK.

Proof. We have that MAL-BIND-CT -PK =⇒ MAL-BIND-K,CT -PK by Lemma 5.2. Thus, the KEM
from Proposition 5.11 is also MAL-BIND-K,CT -PK and not HON -BIND-K-PK.

Proposition 5.18. There exists a KEM scheme that is MAL-BIND-K,CT -PK but not HON -BIND-CT -PK.

Proof. From [17], we know that, for instance, Kyber is SCFR but not SROB. MAL-BIND-K,CT -PK
corresponds to SCRF, and HON -BIND-CT -PK corresponds SROB in our notation.

Proposition 5.19. There exists a KEM scheme that is MAL-BIND-K,CT -PK but not HON -BIND-CT -K.

Proof. Kyber is such a KEM scheme. From [17], we know that Kyber is SCFR, which corresponds to
HON -BIND-K,CT -PK in our notation. Under the assumption that Kyber has no weak keys, it is thus
also MAL-BIND-K,CT -PK. However, Kyber is not HON -BIND-CT -K because when decapsulation
fails it includes a random, secret seed s that is part of the secret key in the implicit rejection key:
k← H(s,H(c)). Here, H is a hash function, and c is a ciphertext. Thus, Kyber returns different rejection
keys for different secret keys, and is not HON -BIND-CT -K.
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¬(HON -BIND-K-CT ) ¬(HON -BIND-K-PK) ¬(HON -BIND-CT -PK) ¬(HON -BIND-CT -K) ¬ (HON -BIND-K,CT -PK)

MAL-BIND-K-CT X Proposition 5.3 Proposition 5.4 Proposition 5.5 Proposition 5.6

MAL-BIND-K-PK Proposition 5.7 X Proposition 5.8 Proposition 5.9 X Lemma 5.2

MAL-BIND-CT -PK Proposition 5.10 Proposition 5.11 X X Lemma 5.20 X Lemma 5.2

MAL-BIND-CT -K Proposition 5.12 Proposition 5.13 Proposition 5.14 X Proposition 5.15

MAL-BIND-K,CT -PK Proposition 5.16 Proposition 5.17 Proposition 5.18 Proposition 5.19 X

Table 2: Summary of the separating examples between our binding properties. A X means that a separating
example does not exists.

Lemma 5.20. Let KEM be a KEM that is HON -BIND-CT -PK secure. Then KEM is also HON -BIND-CT -K
secure.

Proof. Because a ciphertext of KEM binds (uniquely determines) the public key, and the keypairs are
honestly generated this uniquely determines a private key with overwhelming probability. The deterministic
nature of decapsulation then ensures binding of the output key, thus meeting HON -BIND-CT -K.

We visualize the resulting hierarchy in Figure 8.

MAL-BIND-K-CT MAL-BIND-K-PK MAL-BIND-CT -PK

MAL-BIND-CT -KMAL-BIND-K,CT -PK

HON -BIND-K-CT HON -BIND-K-PK HON -BIND-CT -PK

HON -BIND-CT -KHON -BIND-K,CT -PK

Figure 8: General hierarchy of binding properties for KEMs. An edge from A to B indicates that any
KEM that is A-secure, is also B-secure. Missing edges represent the existence of separating examples.

5.2 Relations for implicitly-rejecting KEMs

Many real-world KEMs are so-called implicitly rejecting: their decapsulation algorithm never returns
⊥ for a valid ciphertext and any valid private key. However, only when decapsulating with the correct
private key (corresponding to the public key used for encapsulation), the correct key is output.

Intuitively, an implicitly rejecting KEM is similar to an implicitly authenticated key exchange:
successfully completing the protocol does not imply that someone else has the same key, or sent any
message; instead, the guarantee is that only the correct party can possibly compute the same secret key.

However, a trivial side effect of this is that such a KEM cannot be binding the ciphertext to any other
value: any ciphertext will be accepted, and these will (with overwhelming probability) decapsulate to
different keys. A special case of this is the observation in [17] that an implicitly-rejecting KEM cannot
satisfy SROB, i.e., HON -BIND-CT -PK.

Theorem 5.21. An implicitly-rejecting KEM KEM cannot satisfy X-BIND-CT -PK or X-BIND-CT -K
for X ∈ {HON ,MAL}.

Proof. We now show that:

1. KEM cannot be HON -BIND-CT -PK-secure

2. KEM cannot be HON -BIND-CT -K-secure

The analogous statements for the malicious case then follow by the contraposition of Lemma 5.1.

1. We construct an attacker A against HON -BIND-CT -PK. As KEM is implicitly rejecting, Decaps
will always return a value k. Hence A can choose arbitrary values for the ciphertext, and
Decaps(skb, pkb, c) will always return some k. Since Decaps returning a value that is not equal to ⊥
is all A needs to achieve, A trivially wins the game HON -BIND-CT -PK.
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2. The statement follows from Lemma 5.20 and the previous statement.

Theorem 5.22. Let KEM be an implicitly rejecting KEM, and let X ∈ {HON ,MAL}. We have that
KEM is X-BIND-K-PK secure if and only if it is X-BIND-K,CT -PK secure.

Proof. (Sketch) One direction of the implication follows immediately from Lemma 5.2. For the other
direction, the underlying argument is that for implicitly rejecting KEMs, the ciphertext does not contribute
to the binding, and only the key is relevant.

Thus, for implicitly-rejecting KEMs, we have a reduced hierarchy of relevant properties. The separation
between honest and malicious variants persists, but only two core properties are relevant and distinct,
which are the key-binding properties. Since X-BIND-K-PK and X-BIND-K,CT -PK are equivalent for
such KEMs, we choose to consider the more restrictive formulation X-BIND-K-PK.

This leaves us with a simple hierarchy with only four relevant binding properties overall for implicitly-
rejecting KEMs, which we visualize in Figure 9.

MAL-BIND-K-CT MAL-BIND-K-PK

HON -BIND-K-CT HON -BIND-K-PK

Figure 9: Restricted hierarchy of binding properties for implicitly-rejecting KEMs. An edge from A to
B indicates that any KEM that is A-secure, is also B-secure. Missing edges represent the existence of
separating examples.

6 Achieving strong binding properties

We give suggestions on how (not) to construct KEMs that achieve some of our binding properties.

6.1 Ensuring output keys bind to public keys or ciphertexts

In nearly all KEM designs, the last step of encapsulation and decapsulation is to produce the output key
by using a KDF (Key Derivation Function); if not, such a step can be added. In order to ensure that the
key binds another element, we can simply add this element to the KDF inputs.

Thus, to achieve MAL-BIND-K-CT and MAL-BIND-K-PK, we can simply add CT and PK to the
input of the key derivation function.

Of course, this is not the only way to achieve such binding properties: Leaving out either CT or PK
does not mean that the corresponding property does not hold: it simply means there is a proof obligation
to show that a KEM meets such a binding property without this construction.

In practice, and in particular for post-quantum KEMs, the public key can be substantially larger
than the ciphertext. It may therefore be desirable to avoid directly including the public key in the key
derivation. For this case, we prove Theorem 6.1 below. It implies that KEM designers that want to
achieve X-BIND-K-PK but want to avoid using the public key in the KDF, can instead use a robust
PKE, and include the ciphertext in the KDF, which will yield the desired binding to the public key.

Theorem 6.1. Let KEM = (KeyGen,Encaps,Decaps) be a key encapsulation mechanism. For all X ∈
{MAL,HON } we have that if KEM is X-BIND-K-CT -secure and X-BIND-CT -PK-secure, then KEM
is also X-BIND-K-PK-secure.

Proof. We prove the contraposition. Assume there is an adversaryA that wins against theX-BIND-K-PKKEM
A

game with non-negligible probability γ. FromA, we construct an adversary B that wins theX-BIND-K-CTKEM
A

game or the X-BIND-CT -PKKEM
A game with non-negligible probability. To construct B, we use A without

any modifications. Observe that A wins X-BIND-K-PKKEM
A if they can create two ciphertexts (c0, c1), s.t.

k0 = Decaps(sk0, pk0, c0) = Decaps(sk1, pk1, c1) = k1 for two distinct key pairs (sk0, pk0) and (sk1, pk1).
We do a case distinction on c0 = c1:
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1. If c0 = c1 with probability ρ ∈ [0, 1] then A wins the X-BIND-CT -PKKEM
A game with non-negligible

probability γ · ρ, because A can find a single ciphertext that decapsulates under two different public
key pairs.

2. If c0 ̸= c1 with probability 1 − ρ then A wins the X-BIND-K-CTKEM
A game with non-negligible

probability γ · (1− ρ), because A can find two different ciphertexts that decapsulate to the same
output key.

6.2 Further considerations

Ensuring ciphertexts bind to public keys or output keys As we have seen, implicitly-rejecting
KEMs cannot bind ciphertexts to any other value: these properties can only be achieved by explicitly-
rejecting KEMs.

Ensuring binding with respect to maliciously generated keys Intuitively, this can be achieved
by ensuring that no weak keys (that have behave differently than normal keys) exist, or are rejected by
the decapsulation.

7 Conclusion

We introduced a new family of security notions for KEMs, that capture relevant binding properties.
Our binding properties can be used to prove the absence of attacks such as re-encapsulation attacks,

or the absence of weak keys. KEM primitives that meet our binding properties are harder to misuse, at it
seems that they can be met with minimal (and efficient) changes to existing KEMs.

We showed that for certain restricted classes of KEMs, such as implicitly-rejecting KEMs (which from
our perspective resemble implicitly authenticated key exchanges), only four of our properties are relevant.

Our work is in line with a wider trend of constructing cryptographic primitives that are harder
to misuse, and offer cleaner behavior with fewer side-cases. In particular, the guarantees offered by
our properties perform a similar role as exclusive ownership and message-binding properties of digital
signatures, and the various robustness notions defined for authenticated encryption schemes.
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A Definitions of our Binding Properties

In Figure 10, we show the honest versions of our binding properties. In Figure 11, we show the malicious
versions of our binding properties.
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HON -BIND-K-CTKEM
A :

sk0, pk0 ← KeyGen()

sk1, pk1 ← KeyGen()

ct0, ct1 ← ADb(skb,·)(pk0, pk1)

k0 ← KEM.Decaps(sk0, pk0, ct0)

k1 ← KEM.Decaps(sk1, pk1, ct1)

if k0 = ⊥ ∨ k1 = ⊥
return 0

return k0 = k1 ∧ ct0 ̸= ct1

HON -BIND-K-PKKEM
A :

sk0, pk0 ← KeyGen()

sk1, pk1 ← KeyGen()

ct0, ct1 ← ADb(skb,·)(pk0, pk1)

k0 ← KEM.Decaps(sk0, pk0, ct0)

k1 ← KEM.Decaps(sk1, pk1, ct1)

if k0 = ⊥ ∨ k1 = ⊥
return 0

return k0 = k1 ∧ pk0 ̸= pk1

HON -BIND-CT -PKKEM
A :

sk0, pk0 ← KeyGen()

sk1, pk1 ← KeyGen()

ct← ADb(skb,·)(pk0, pk1)

k0 ← KEM.Decaps(sk0, pk0, ct)

k1 ← KEM.Decaps(sk1, pk1, ct)

if k0 = ⊥ ∨ k1 = ⊥
return 0

return pk0 ̸= pk1

HON -BIND-CT -KKEM
A :

sk0, pk0 ← KeyGen()

sk1, pk1 ← KeyGen()

ct← ADb(skb,·)(pk0, pk1)

k0 ← KEM.Decaps(sk0, pk0, ct)

k1 ← KEM.Decaps(sk1, pk1, ct)

if k0 = ⊥ ∨ k1 = ⊥
return 0

return k0 ̸= k1

HON -BIND-K,CT -PKKEM
A :

sk0, pk0 ← KeyGen()

sk1, pk1 ← KeyGen()

ct← ADb(skb,·)(pk0, pk1)

k0 ← KEM.Decaps(sk0, pk0, ct)

k1 ← KEM.Decaps(sk1, pk1, ct)

if k0 = ⊥ ∨ k1 = ⊥
return 0

return k0 = k1 ∧ pk0 ̸= pk1

Figure 10: We argue that these five binding properties are desirable for a KEM. HON -BIND-K-CT
corresponds to entry 1 from Table 1. HON -BIND-K-PK corresponds to entry 2 from Table 1.
HON -BIND-CT -K corresponds to entry 3 from Table 1. HON -BIND-CT -PK corresponds to entry
4 from Table 1 and SROB from [17]. HON -BIND-K,CT -PK corresponds to entry 5 from Table 1 and
SCFR from [17].
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MAL-BIND-K-CTKEM
A :

(sk0, pk0), (sk1, pk1), ct0, ct1 ← A()
k0 ← KEM.Decaps(sk0, pk0, ct0)

k1 ← KEM.Decaps(sk1, pk1, ct1)

if k0 = ⊥ ∨ k1 = ⊥
return 0

return k0 = k1 ∧ ct0 ̸= ct1

MAL-BIND-K-PKKEM
A :

(sk0, pk0), (sk1, pk1), ct0, ct1 ← A()
k0 ← KEM.Decaps(sk0, pk0, ct0)

k1 ← KEM.Decaps(sk1, pk1, ct1)

if k0 = ⊥ ∨ k1 = ⊥
return 0

return k0 = k1 ∧ pk0 ̸= pk1

MAL-BIND-CT -PKKEM
A :

(sk0, pk0), (sk1, pk1), ct← A()
k0 ← KEM.Decaps(sk0, pk0, ct)

k1 ← KEM.Decaps(sk1, pk1, ct)

if k0 = ⊥ ∨ k1 = ⊥
return 0

return pk0 ̸= pk1

MAL-BIND-CT -KKEM
A :

(sk0, pk0), (sk1, pk1), ct← A()
k0 ← KEM.Decaps(sk0, pk0, ct)

k1 ← KEM.Decaps(sk1, pk1, ct)

if k0 = ⊥ ∨ k1 = ⊥
return 0

return k0 ̸= k1

MAL-BIND-K,CT -PKKEM
A :

(sk0, pk0), (sk1, pk1), ct← A()
k0 ← KEM.Decaps(sk0, pk0, ct)

k1 ← KEM.Decaps(sk1, pk1, ct)

if k0 = ⊥ ∨ k1 = ⊥
return 0

return k0 = k1 ∧ pk0 ̸= pk1

Figure 11: The malicious versions of the binding properties we present in Figure 10.
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B Changelog

• Version 0.1, December 20, 2023: Initial draft.

• Version 0.1.1, December 22, 2023: Fixed typos, changed symbols for malicous and honest from M ,
and H to MAL, and HON , renamed Alex, Blake, and Charlie to A, B, and C. Added Changelog.
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